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Despite emphasis on the importance of intragroup heterogeneity in much theoretically inclined migration
and race scholarship, quantitative research routinely relies on split sample approaches in which ethnoracial
groups are the categories of analysis. This cumulatively contributes to the reification of groups under study
when research findings are assessed and groups compared side by side. In this paper, we ask: How are Asian
Americans internally differentiated, and how does this heterogeneity matter for broader patterns of immigrant inclusion? Using latent class analysis, we produce a typology at the intersection of class, gender, regional location, and immigrant generation, pointing to vulnerable, ordinary, hyper-selected, rooted, and
achieving Asian Americans. These subgroups reveal differentiation in the experience of race and suggest
that racialization and inclusion dynamics are jointly occurring social forces among Asian Americans. Our
approach offers a blueprint for inductive analyses of immigrant-origin groups emphasizing heterogeneity
and reflexivity vis-à-vis racial and national-origin categories.
Keywords: Asian Americans, heterogeneity, latent class analysis, assimilation, race

Contemporary sociological theories of immigrant incorporation and migration-driven diversity share a central concern for population
heterogeneity. In the United States, segmented
assimilation emphasizes the diversity of incorporation pathways among the second generation (Portes and Zhou 1993), while neoassimilation theory revamps Milton Gordon’s classic
assimilation model (1964) through a character-

ization of the mainstream as diverse and flexible rather than a White, middle-class reference
point (Alba and Nee 2003). In Europe, meanwhile, Steven Vertovec’s (2007) influential theorizing points to the importance of heterogeneity occurring at the intersection of multiple
social categories of difference within “superdiverse” immigrant groups.
Despite a theoretical consensus on the im-
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portance of heterogeneity in studying immigrant incorporation, however, quantitative research routinely relies on split-s ample
approaches in which ethnic and racial groups
are the categories of analysis. The “general linear reality” and average-case focus of regression-
based approaches (Abbott 1988) invariably flattens the social structure of the ethnoracial
groups under study and cumulatively contributes to their reification when research findings
are assessed and groups compared side by side.
A recent review of empirical trends across large,
census-based racial and national-origin categories (Drouhot and Nee 2019) shows that Asian-
origin immigrants are collectively thought to
be successfully incorporating in the United
States (Kasinitz et al. 2008; Sakamoto, Goyette,
and Kim 2009; Nee and Holbrow 2013) relative
to Hispanic-origin groups, thanks in particular
to their high rates of academic achievement
(Hsin and Xie 2014). This overall positive picture, however, has led to calls to avoid essentializing Asian Americans as a model minority with
a set of values leading to success (Lee and Zhou
2015), and to instead pay attention to intragroup heterogeneity in terms of socioeconomic
attainment and racial experiences (N. Kim
2007; Min 2002; Dhingra 2007). An analytic
strategy attentive to within-group heterogeneity would produce an epistemological break
from everyday categories of practice (Brubaker
2013) and popular discourse reifying Asians as
a cohesive group endowed with culture and
agency. It would be further justified if it showed
that the analytic payoffs of analyses across multiple empirical subgroups outweigh the costs
to parsimony and statistical power of traditional analyses.
This article proposes and implements such
an approach to intragroup heterogeneity
among Asian Americans. We pool the pre-and
post-election waves of the National Asian American Survey (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017) and use
latent class analysis to create a data-driven typology of Asian Americans pointing to five major, clearly differentiated subgroups occurring
at the intersection of class, gender, regional location, and immigrant generation: vulnerable,
ordinary, hyper-selected, rooted, and achieving
Asian Americans. Together, these categories
capture patterned differentiation—the complex
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aggregation of class, gender, and other characteristics in non-intuitive, yet nonrandom ways
that reflects the temporal and geographic heterogeneity of Asian migration streams to the
United States—in a more inductive and parsimonious manner than approaches relying on
national origins.
Our contribution is twofold. First, we show
the empirical potential of data-driven classifications to reconcile divergent empirical findings. We switch the focus from the question of
how much assimilation or racialization occurs
among Asian Americans as a whole, to who experiences what in this diverse population. Our
analyses suggest new patterns of racialized incorporation, and reveal heterogeneity in the
subjective experience of race and perceived discrimination across the national-origin groups
making up the Asian American category. Second, our approach showcases the theoretical
and epistemological potential of data-driven
classification methods such as latent class analysis to study immigrant groups without
“groupism” (Brubaker 2004)—that is, without
importing racial or national-origin categories
from everyday life and reifying them by a priori
assuming their analytical relevance.
H e t e r o g e n e i t y a s a T h eo r e t i c a l
a n d P r act i c a l I s s u e i n
M i g r at i o n R e s e a r c h

The importance of heterogeneity among native
and immigrant groups is a leitmotiv in theoretically inclined migration research. According to segmented assimilation theory (Portes
and Zhou 1993), the unprecedented ethnic and
racial diversity of post-1965 immigration flows
results in distinct modes of incorporation. Specifically, race interacts with government reception and characteristics of the ethnic community to create myriad trajectories for different
groups. Often construed as an intellectual rival,
the neoassimilation model (Alba and Nee 2003)
differs in important respects but shares a concern for heterogeneity among immigrant
groups—particularly their differential endowment in various forms of capital. This model
jettisons the ethnocentric and essentialist definition of the mainstream as a White, middle-
class core in Gordon’s (1964) canonical model,
and instead emphasizes the mainstream as het-
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erogeneous and accommodative of cultural difference. Meanwhile, in Europe, the importance
of heterogeneity finds its clearest expression in
Vertovec’s (2007) concept of superdiversity,
which captures the interaction of multiple categories such as gender, place, and legal status
that internally differentiate immigrant groups.
These three approaches are theoretical
touchstones for large bodies of literature on
both sides of the Atlantic. In spite of their differences, intragroup heterogeneity—that of immigrant or native groups—is central and theoretically generative in each. The concern for
heterogeneity is both analytical and normative.
That is, researchers need to accommodate increasingly diverse immigrant groups in a single
theoretical model and to avoid essentializing
minority and majority groups as homogenous
entities with static traits and culture. This latter
concern animates much of qualitative research
on immigrant and other racial minorities,
where long-standing debates on the relationship between minority culture and poverty
have turned intragroup heterogeneity into a recurrent empirical and rhetorical motif used to
avoid reifying stereotypes (Small, Harding, and
Lamont 2010). To take just one influential and
well-regarded example, Philip Kasinitz and his
colleagues (2008, 23) write a cautionary note in
their study of the second generation in New
York City:
We further recognize it is possible to read
group comparisons as stereotypes or even
racist generalizations. Let us be clear: any reference to group differences makes groups appear more homogeneous than they actually
are. Our young respondents belonged not
only to ethnic groups but also to social
classes, genders, social groups, and neighborhoods. Like all modern people, they had
a multiplicity of interacting social roles and
identities. Although a quick reading of a table comparing groups will not always make
this apparent, we have tried to remain sensitive to individual variation without losing
sight of the real differences that ethnicity
makes.

A generalized wariness to pointing out intergroup differences per se also reflects the influ-

ence of intersectional approaches (McCall
2005), for which a neglect of intragroup variation is responsible for blind spots on the experience of those belonging to intersecting social
categories, as well as recent waves of Bourdieu-
influenced theorizing on ethnicity, which advocates treating ethnic categories as neither
bounded nor internally cohesive (Brubaker
2004; Wimmer 2009).
Despite such strong intellectual currents,
survey-based analyses still rely on broad ethnoracial categories in the form of dummy variables (or split samples) for immigrant groups
(defined typically by national origins) in regression analyses, cumulatively amounting to an
“ethnoracial Olympics” (FitzGerald 2014) in
which groups are assessed side by side on various incorporation outcomes. This approach
has been undeniably fruitful (Waters and Jiménez 2005; Drouhot and Nee 2019). Yet the
average-case focus on regression approaches
also presumes a “general linear reality” (Abbott
1988) that erases within-group variation. Many
empirical findings, as a result, remain blind to
the social structure of immigrant groups—the
specific configurations of attributes making up
distinct types of immigrants within broad racial or national-origin categories (Garip 2012;
Brubaker 2004). One can discover such configurations with regression models that include
interaction terms between indicators of immigrant groups and other social categories (such
as gender or regional location), but one would
quickly run into the untenable issue of data
sparsity. Given these difficulties, much contemporary quantitative migration research has eschewed the issue of immigrant heterogeneity
despite its salience in theoretical and qualitative work. Here, we propose and implement an
analytic approach attentive to the “consolidated parameters of the social structure”—that
is, the patterned but not intuitive interrelations
of various forms of social differentiation (Blau
1974).
T e n s i o n s Ac r o s s R e s e a r c h
Communities

Existing empirical accounts suggest that Asian-
origin immigrants are successfully incorporating into the United States (Drouhot and Nee
2019; Zhou and Gonzales 2019; Kasinitz et al.
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2008; Sakamoto, Goyette, and Kim 2009; Nee
and Holbrow 2013) relative to Hispanic-origin
groups, in particular on the basis of their extraordinarily high rates of academic achievement (Hsin and Xie 2014; Lee and Zhou 2015).
Specialized literatures document tell-tale signs
of assimilation, such as high rates of intermarriage (Qian and Lichter 2011) and residential attainment in immigrant middle-class neighborhoods that form “ethnoburbs” (Li 2009;
Matsumoto 2018) where Whites are relegated
to being “just alright,” as Tomás Jiménez and
Adam Horowitz’s (2013) ethnographic research
vividly describes.
The aggregate trend of Asian American assimilation is a “stylized fact” (Hirschmann
2016)—an “empirical regularity in need of an
explanation.” Dominant explanations for the
aggregate success of Asian American groups in
the United States emphasize immigrant selectivity (Lee and Zhou 2015), legal status and immigration law privileging high-skilled migration (Nee and Holbrow 2013), and—directly
related to selectivity patterns—a culture and
community norms of academic and professional success (Hsin and Xie 2014; Kasinitz et
al. 2008). Although sociologists have traditionally steered clear of depicting Asian Americans
as a model minority, the stylized fact of Asian
American assimilation remains vivid when contrasted with the trajectories of Hispanic-origin
migrants, whose legal status and endowment
in various forms of capital are far more precarious (Drouhot and Nee 2019; Zhou and Gonzales 2019; Pew Research Center 2012).
In the assimilation narrative, the law shapes
the selectivity of migration flows and resulting
assimilation trajectories, not race. As Victor
Nee and Hilary Holbrow write, “the mainstream success of so many Asian American immigrants suggests that race may not be such a
decisive factor in shaping socioeconomic attainment as it was in the American past, and
that assimilation still is as characteristic of the
course of contemporary immigration as it was
for earlier immigration from Europe. In an increasingly inclusive mainstream, the significance of race has declined considerably. Instead, patterns of legal and illegal entry are
more consistently determinative of immigrant
access to mainstream opportunities” (2013, 72).
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Other sociologists have criticized this interpretation, pointing instead to the persisting
influence of race in shaping the social experience of Asian Americans and treating the
model minority stereotype as a myth (Chou
and Feagin 2008). These perspectives—which
we refer to broadly as critical race—hold that
Asian Americans have yet to reach equality
with the White majority. The overeducation
thesis suggests that Asian Americans compensate for their racial disadvantage by being more
educated than Whites to secure similar incomes or jobs (Takaki 1998). Others point to a
“bamboo ceiling” blocking high-achieving
Asian Americans from leadership positions in
the workplace as evidence of persisting discrimination (Varma 2004), and document racial stereotypes specific to this group, such as
being asocial, subservient, and shy in creativity
(Lin et al. 2005; Sue et al. 2007). The perception
of racial stigma and discrimination has been
linked to health outcomes (Paradies et al. 2015;
Gee et al. 2009), political participation (Lien
2001; Wong et al. 2011), and panethnic identity
(Masuoka 2006; Kibria 1998; Okamoto 2003)
among Asian Americans in past work. We revisit this point later.
A second critique of the assimilation perspective is concerned with the homogenization
of Asian Americans as a racial group endowed
with a specific culture of success (Lee and Zhou
2015). This work typically focuses on educational and socioeconomic attainment, and sets
out to “unravel” (Lee 1996), “complicate” (Ngo
and Lee 2007) or “deconstruct” (Museus and
Kiang 2009) the model minority narrative. Empirical studies focus on subgroups whose experience diverges from the assimilation narrative—for instance, academic low-achievers (Lee
1996) or severely disadvantaged groups, such as
the Hmong and Laotians who largely came to
the United States as refugees (Ngo and Lee
2007; Museus and Kiang 2009)—and seek to
mitigate the optimism induced by aggregate
census trends. As reviewed, the emphasis on
heterogeneity has an analytical rationale (depicting a group’s complex reality) as well as a
normative one (avoiding the essentialization of
Asian Americans as a successful group, implicitly blaming other immigrants for their lower
attainment).
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M o t i vat i o n o f T h i s St u dy

An overview of the work on Asian Americans
shows different strands of research in significant tensions with one another. Although the
assimilation literature depicts an optimistic
trend of progress toward the mainstream, other
lines of work highlight the importance of race
in shaping incorporation, and drawing attention to less advantaged groups, such as those
originating from Southeast Asia. Our goal is to
implement an empirical approach to describe
heterogeneity among Asian Americans and productively reconcile these divergent perspectives. We also seek to put into practice long-
standing theoretical concerns about intragroup
heterogeneity discussed earlier (Alba and Nee
2003; Portes and Zhou 1993; Vertovec 2007).
Our analysis of within-group heterogeneity
switches the focus from how much Asian Americans are experiencing either assimilation or
racialization, to who is undergoing which processes in this diverse population. We expect
that incorporation processes might work differently across subgroups. We seek to identify
patterned differentiation among Asian Americans and to assess the relative prevalence of
each subgroup, and productively circumvent
the intellectual stalemate between the assimilation perspective highlighting aggregate
trends and more recent work focused on small
but unrepresentative subgroups. Further, we
study how the experience and perception of
race varies across the subgroups making up
Asian Americans. Last, we illustrate the differential impact of racial discrimination across
subgroups on three key outcomes: health, political participation, and panethnic identity.
This study is not the first to consider heterogeneity among Asian Americans. Instead, it is
something many scholars have called for in
their research. For example, Nadia Kim writes,
“Socioeconomic data on Asian Americans need
also be disaggregated. Asian Americans—consisting of Bangladeshi, Cambodian, Chinese,
Filipino, Indian, Japanese, Korean, Laotian,
Pakistani, Vietnamese, Pacific Islander ethnics,
and so on—are among the most diverse of the
racialized groups and are internally stratified
in profound ways. Yet social scientists tend to
lump all of these groups together, not differentiating between ethnic/national groups that are

highly dissimilar” (2007, 565, emphasis in the
original).
Nadia Kim’s call for disaggregation echoes
historical perspectives emphasizing the political nature of the Asian American panethnic category—one born out of long-standing patterns
of racial exclusion as well as political struggles
for recognition among otherwise dissimilar migrant groups (see Le Espiritu 1992; S. Kim 2020,
4–9; Takaki 1998). Quantitative studies indeed
often disaggregate Asian Americans by national
origins (Srinivasan and Guillermo 2000; Hsin
and Xie 2014; Sakamoto, Goyette, and Kim 2009;
Kim and Sakamoto 2010), to “problematize the
model minority image of Asian Americans”
(Zhou and Xiong 2005, 1). Yet national origins
constitute only one possible dimension of differentiation among many competing ones
(such as social class, immigrant generation, region of settlement), and its use leads to methodological nationalism—the naturalization of
nation-states as categories of analysis by social
scientists (Wimmer and Glick-Schiller 2003). In
our case, assuming that Asian Americans are
primarily made up of national-origin groups
would replace a much-criticized racial essentialism with an ethnic one whereby national-
origin groups are implicitly assumed to have a
common fate and culture. Therefore, we consider the salience of ethnic differences among
Asian Americans as an open question, and one
to be answered empirically rather than methodologically “baked in” (Brubaker 2004, chapter 1).
E m p i r i c a l App r oac h a n d Data

Our goal is to characterize social heterogeneity
among Asian Americans. Researchers use split
samples, interaction terms, or hierarchical
models to show the heterogeneity in factors relevant to immigrant integration outcomes.
Studies on Asian Americans, for example, highlight differences among men and women (Min
and Kim 2009), among different national-origin
groups (Qian, Blair, and Ruf 2001), or across
geographic contexts (Okamoto 2007). But such
approaches overlook the fact that different dimensions might work in conjunction to produce different outcomes for different individuals. This idea—captured most vividly in writings
on intersectionality (McCall 2005) and super
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diversity (Vertovec 2007)—suggests a particular
direction for empirical work: rather than focusing on a single dimension of social life, we need
to think about configurations of multiple dimensions to understand heterogeneity in the
social experiences of immigrant groups. This is
difficult to do with regression analysis, where
higher-order interactions needed to capture
such patterns are often uninterpretable and
hard to estimate because of data sparsity for
certain categorical combinations.
Consider a simple case. We want to study the
heterogeneity in integration outcomes across
two binary attributes: gender (man or woman)
and income (high and low). In combination,
the two attributes yield four possible categories. It is easy to consider each category with a
two-way interaction in a regression model, and
to make sense of comparative evaluations
across categories. Now, add two additional binary attributes: immigrant generation (first or
subsequent) and education (high school or college). If we cross-classify all four attributes, we
get two to the fourth power, or sixteen possible
categories. It is difficult to interpret variation
across all sixteen, let alone identify patterns
with statistical analysis (which would require
four-way interactions in regression models, and
possibly lead to data sparsity issues if some of
these categories are scarcely populated).
One way around this problem comes from
recognizing that not all possible combinations
are equally prevalent in the data. This is because many attributes (such as education, income, immigrant generation) are highly correlated with one another, which implies that
individuals naturally cluster around a few distinct configurations. Therefore, in this study,
rather than dissecting the data or including
multiple interaction terms to consider different
combinations of a few selected attributes, we
focus on identifying these configurations.
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Several methods identify the configurations that define distinct groups among Asian
Americans. Many scholars turn to cluster
analysis or latent class analysis (LCA). For example, Filiz Garip (2012, 2016) uses cluster
analysis to identify four distinct groups among
first-time Mexico-U.S. migrants, whereas Bart
Bonikowski and Paul DiMaggio (2016) use latent class analysis to characterize four types of
popular nationalism in the United States (see
also Drouhot, forthcoming, for another example of cluster analysis). Both cluster analysis
and LCA partition the data into groups and fall
under the general umbrella of unsupervised
machine learning—a suite of methods from
computer science that search for representations of a set of attributes (X) that is more useful than X itself (Molina and Garip 2019). These
methods are data driven or inductive because
they use the data—not prenotions from the researcher—to identify a categorization scheme,
that is, a model through which that data can be
understood. These methods are an efficient way
to describe the data and to study their inherent
heterogeneity parsimoniously.
We use latent class analysis, which estimates
a latent (unobserved) variable that accounts for
the covariance between the observed attributes
(see also S. Kim 2021, this issue). This variable
is assumed to have a categorical distribution
with each value corresponding to a “latent
class” (group) in data. LCA is similar to cluster
analysis in that it detects underlying groups. It
differs from cluster analysis in that it uses a
model to describe the distribution of the data,
and is therefore probabilistic rather than deterministic.1 LCA enables estimating the probability that a case belongs to a particular latent
class (rather than rigidly assigning each case to
a group, as often done in cluster analysis).
When assigning a case to a latent class, we use
posterior probabilities to create multinomial

1. Besides, mainstream clustering algorithms such as the popular k-means algorithm are not able to incorporate
nominal variables—which feature prominently in our approach—without inducing significant distortion in the
data partitioning process (Magidson and Vermunt 2002). K-means algorithm and nominal data are incompatible since distance functions on nominal data spaces are not meaningful. One workaround involves dichotomizing each category, but this leads to nominal variables taking excessive weights as multiple, highly correlated
binary variables in the computation and final clustering results altogether. The integration of nominal data within
cluster analysis remains an area of active research within data and computer science (see, for example, Roy and
Sharma 2010).
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distributions and assign cases at random based
on these distributions so that our assignment
is probabilistic. The appendix formally describes our empirical approach and provides
further technical details.
Our analyses are based on the pooled pre-
and post-election waves from the 2016 National
Asian American Survey (Ramakrishnan et al.
2017). To discover groups in data, we chose a set
of attributes shown to shape immigrant experiences in the United States. These include indicators for education (less than high school,
high school or some college, college degree or
more), income (earning $100K or more), gender, immigrant generation (first, second, third,
or more), residence (California, West excluding
California, East, Midwest, South, or Pacific),
and are intended to capture both the selectivity
of the migrant flows (with respect to gender,
education, and income) and their context of reception (as proxied by immigrant generation
and residential region in the United States).2
Gender, for instance, is key to shaping migration reasons and strategies, as well as integration outcomes in destination (Donato et al.
2006). Socioeconomic class of respondents captures both the reasons underlying migration
among first-generation migrants and the trajectories of integration among the second or
third generation (Waters and Jiménez 2005;
Drouhot and Nee 2019). Similarly, region of residence captures both the likely pull of existing
social networks in place (Sue, Riosmena, and
Lepree 2019) as well as varying levels of receptivity to immigrants in the United States (Waters and Eschbach 1995). In keeping with our
intention to avoid methodological nationalism,
we do not include national origins in the latent
class modeling.3 Likewise, we do not include
cultural or attitudinal variables because our fo-

cus is on the sociodemographic dimensions reflecting social structural differentiation among
Asian Americans.4
LCA requires researchers to specify a priori
the number of classes in the data. To avoid obtaining artificial groupings, researchers use
goodness-of-fit measures to choose the optimal
number of classes. This process resembles
model selection in regression analysis, where
researchers rely on a criterion like the likelihood ratio to choose the best and most parsimonious model for the data. Here, we used two
measures—the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC)—to select the optimal number of classes.
Both measures capture the trade-off between
goodness-of-fit (which is improved by making
the model more complex, for example, by specifying more classes to describe the data) and
parsimony (where simpler models are presumed to be better). BIC gives stronger weight
to parsimony.
Figure 1 shows AIC and BIC values when we
estimate the LCA model with different numbers
of classes, ranging from three to eight. For both
measures, smaller values indicate better model
fit. For BIC, models with three, four, and five
classes yield the lowest values of the index. For
AIC, models with five classes or higher minimize the index. We select the five-class model
for two reasons. First, both AIC and BIC indicate it as nearly optimal. Second, our inspection of alternative models suggests this solution to be ideal for identifying substantively
meaningful heterogeneity while retaining interpretability.
As an alternative evaluation of the selected
model, we rely on national-origin indicators—
which were deliberately left out from the attribute set used in the discovery of classes—to

2. Because of data constraints, we consider all foreign-born respondents as first generation, including those who
migrated at an early age. The post-election survey, which we merge with the pre-election survey for our analyses,
does not feature a question on year of arrival that would allow us to create a 1.5 generational status (indicating
arrival at or before adolescence). Additionally, the binary age variables (younger or older than thirty-five) are not
precise enough for that purpose.
3. We repeated our analyses with national-origin categories included and obtained substantively similar groupings (results available on request).
4. See Sunmin Kim’s article in this issue for an analogous application of latent class modeling to attitudinal items
from the same data (2021).
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Figure 1. Model Fit Indices for Latent Class Analysis
LCA Model Fit Indices by Number of Classes
63,700

63,500

BIC

63,300

AIC

63,100

62,900

3

4

5

6

7

8

Source: Authors’ tabulation based on National Asian American Survey data (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017).
Note: For both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
lower values indicate better model fit.

perform substantive validity checks. Earlier
work relied on similar strategies to validate
findings from data-driven methods. For example, Garip (2016) confirms that four migrant
types in her data—obtained by clustering survey responses alone—related differently to
macro-level economic and political indicators.
Similarly, Bonikowski and DiMaggio (2016) test
whether four varieties of nationalism in their
data correlated with social and policy attitudes
that were not used in the identification of the
typology. In the same spirit, we confirm that the
distributions of national-origin groups across
our five classes conform to the general patterns
for these groups identified in empirical work.
We first describe the five classes and then examine how class membership is associated with
the subjective experience of race across subgroups. In a third step, we examine heterogeneity in the statistical relationship of experienced
discrimination with self-reported health, political participation, panethnic identity—three
outcomes on which discrimination is presumed
to have a causal impact in past work.

R e s u lt s
Identifying Heterogeneity
Among Asian Americans

The five columns in table 1 show the mean values of characteristics used in latent class analysis for each of the five classes. The last row
shows the number of respondents in each class.
The characteristics include binary indicators
for education (less than high school and college
degree or more), income (earning $100K or
more per year), gender (female), immigrant
generation (first, second, and third or higher),
region (California, West excluding California,
East, Midwest, South, and Pacific). For each
characteristic, bold values are significantly
higher than the next highest value across five
classes (p<.05, one-tailed test).
The first class contains the highest share of
respondents with less than a high school degree (0.69), as well as the highest share of
women (0.68) and the first generation (0.99)
across all groups. The class includes the smallest share (0.03) of respondents earning a high
income. Close to half of respondents in this
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Table 1. Patterned Differentiation Among Asian Americans

Nativity (proportion)
First generation
Second generation
Third generation and above
Socioeconomic status
(proportion)
Less than a high school
diploma
College degree or more
Earning more than $100K
Region (proportion)
California
Western United States other
than California
Eastern United States
Midwestern United States
Southern United States
Pacific United States
Gender (proportion female)
Observations

Class 1
Vulnerable

Class 2
Ordinary

Class 3
Hyper-selected

Class 4
Rooted

Class 5
Achieving

Grand
Mean

0.99
0.00
0.01

0.89
0.11
0.00

0.91
0.06
0.03

0.17
0.22
0.61

0.51
0.46
0.02

0.76
0.15
0.08

0.69

0.18

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.20

0.07
0.03

0.12
0.08

0.67
0.45

0.42
0.31

0.53
0.38

0.36
0.25

0.44
0.08

0.30
0.14

0.24
0.10

0.32
0.10

0.62
0.05

0.38
0.10

0.19
0.19
0.08
0.02
0.68

0.19
0.11
0.19
0.07
0.47

0.18
0.07
0.41
0.00
0.32

0.00
0.05
0.03
0.50
0.48

0.14
0.17
0.02
0.00
0.44

0.16
0.12
0.17
0.08
0.48

1,372

1,227

1,425

663

1,171

5,858

Source: Authors’ tabulation based on National Asian American Survey data (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017).
Note: Table shows the composition of each class (columns) in terms of various characteristics (rows)
included in the analysis. Bolded values are significantly higher than the next lowest value (p < .05, onetailed test).

class live in California (0.44); about one-fifth
(0.19) each reside in the East and the Midwest.
Respondents here are by far the most disadvantaged among all groups given their low education, low income, and first-generation status.
We therefore call them the vulnerable.
The majority of respondents in the second
class hold a high school degree or have some
college experience (0.70, not shown). About one
in five (0.18) has not completed high school,
and about one in ten (0.12) has a college degree
or more. Given the educational distribution, it
is not surprising that less than one in ten (0.08)
earns an income of $100K or more. This group
is gender balanced and includes a large majority (0.89) of the first generation. The most likely
destination is California (0.30), followed by the
East (0.19) and the South (0.19). The respondents in the class are not as disadvantaged as
those in the first group, but they are also not

nearly as educated or high earning as those in
the next three groups. Given these characteristics in a population whose depictions are polarized as either extremely successful or disadvantaged, we call them the ordinary.
The third class contains the best-educated
and highest-earning respondents across all
groups. Two-thirds (0.67) hold a college degree
or higher and about a half (0.45) earn more
than $100K. The group is predominantly male
(0.68) and first generation (0.91). A majority
lives in the South (0.41) or in California (0.24).
This class echoes the literature on upward mobility and professional attainment among
Asian Americans emphasizing “hyper” selectivity in the composition of Asian migration flows
in terms of human capital, and the role of such
selectivity in producing the stereotypical, high-
achieving Asian American groups (Lee and
Zhou 2015; Nee and Holbrow 2013). In recogni-
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Figure 2. Relative Proportions of Five Classes Among Asian Americans
Vulnerable
14.49%

Achieving
27.17%

17.49%

Ordinary

7.966%
Rooted
32.89%

Hyper-selected
Source: Authors’ tabulation based on National Asian American Survey
data (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017).
Note: Proportions are adjusted by sample weights.

tion of its high socioeconomic standing and
large majority of foreign born, we label this
group the hyper-selected.5
The fourth group is also educated and high
earning, though not quite at the level of the
hyper-selected. About 40 percent of respondents hold a bachelor’s degree or higher, and
close to one-third (0.31) earn $100K or more.
The most likely destination (0.50) is the Pacific
region, followed by California (0.32). Unlike the
first three groups, which contain mostly the
first generation (the immigrants), most respondents here are third generation (0.61). To highlight this distinctive trait, we call this class the
rooted.
The fifth and final class is between the
rooted and the hyper-selected in terms of education and income. About half of the respondents (0.53) in this group are college educated
or hold graduate degrees, and more than one-
third (0.38) earn $100K or more. The group is
almost equally split between the first generation (0.51) and the second (0.46). Most of the

group (0.62) are settled in California, and the
remainder mostly in the East (0.14) and Midwest (0.17). Following ethnographic description
of Asian-origin families in California emphasizing academic success among their children (Jiménez and Horowitz 2013), and to recognize its
relatively high socioeconomic attainment as
well as its mixed generational status, we call
this group the achieving.
Figure 2 displays the distribution of the sample across the five classes.6 The hyper-selected
make up one-third (33 percent) of the adjusted
sample, the achieving account for over a fourth
(27 percent), and the rooted less than one-tenth
(8 percent). Together, these three groups, which
are closest to the model minority stereotype,
account for more than two-thirds of Asian
Americans in the sample. This statistical dominance helps explain the popularity of this narrative as well the stylized fact of Asian American
immigrant success in the literature based on
average-case analyses and samples aggregated
by racial groups (Sakamoto, Goyette, and Kim

5. Supplementary analyses (not shown) indicate that a large majority of respondents in this class (more than 70
percent) completed their high level of education before migrating to the United States, which supports our interpretation emphasizing selectivity.
6. The shares shown on the chart adjust for sampling weights, and therefore slightly differ from the shares implied by the class sizes in the last row of table 1.
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2009; Kao and Thompson 2003; Hsin and Xie
2014). By contrast, the vulnerable cluster (15
percent) is more reminiscent of Southeast
Asian subgroups who mainly came to the
United States as refugees with little human capital (Ngo and Lee 2007; Gordon 1987).
The gender composition of each class is
noteworthy. Only three (ordinary, rooted, and
achieving) of our five groups are gender balanced. The vulnerable are predominantly female, the hyper-selected predominantly male.
This gendered pattern—where women occupy
disadvantaged positions relative to men—is not
attributable to national origins alone, given
that both the vulnerable and hyper-selected include all the nationalities in the sample (figure
3). Our categorization suggests complex linkages between gender, national origins, and socioeconomic status that are underappreciated
in existing research.
Finally, our five classes reveal an increasing
diversity among the first and second generation
than among subsequent generations. Whereas
the first generation is distributed across the
vulnerable, ordinary, hyper-s elected, and
achieving categories, members of the third generation are mainly in the rooted group. This
pattern suggests that earlier arrivals to the
United States are relatively similar to one another in terms of education, income, and state
of residence. By contrast, the later arrivals
(mostly in the post-1965 era) show greater variation.
Figure 3 shows bar charts with the distribution of national origins among respondents in
each of the five classes (panel A), and vice versa
(panel B). Two general patterns are evident.
First, the composition of each group is well
aligned with descriptions of national-origin
groups in the literature. For example, the hyper-
selected and achieving groups both include a
large share of Indians and Koreans, two countries often noted for the selectivity of their U.S.-
bound migrants (Krogstad and Radford 2018).
The vulnerable group, by contrast, includes
large shares of Cambodian and Hmong migrants, two groups with less education than the
native-born population and who largely entered
the United States as refugees (Gordon 1987).
The rooted category has the most overlap with
a single national-origin group—namely, the

Japanese, whose economic integration across
three immigrant generations has been the object of past work in economic sociology (Bonacich and Modell 1980). The comparison of
our five classes against known patterns on
national-origin groups thus offers a substantive
validation of our categorization.
Second, each of our five classes contains all
national origins but in varying compositions.
For example, although the hyper-selected
identifies Indians and Koreans as its largest
constituent national groups, it also includes
Cambodians and Hmong. Likewise, Chinese
immigrant groups are present in all latent
classes. The diversity of each group with respect
to national origins confirms a point often made
but rarely implemented in quantitative analyses. Treating nations as a taken-for-granted category of analysis, or methodological nationalism (Wimmer and Glick-Schiller 2003), blinds
us to important differences within each national group. It also does not allow us to consider potential similarities among individuals
across national groups. For instance, national-
origin groups often heralded for their academic
success and upward mobility, such as the Chinese and the Koreans, are present in latent
classes characterized by social disadvantage
(for example, the vulnerable and to a lesser extent the ordinary). National-origin groups
(panel B) appear more diverse than commonly
depicted in the literature, where ethnic origins
often proxy certain dominant traits—such as
the high human capital of Indian-origin immigrants or the socially disadvantaged character
of the Hmong.
Linking Patterned Differentiation
to Heterogeneity in the Subjective
Experience of Race

In their review, Jennifer Lee and Samuel Kye
(2016, 255) argue for “examin[ing] more critically the processes, not just the outcomes” of
Asian American assimilation. Our approach
seeks to do just that by, first, identifying the
distinct configurations of characteristics that
define different groups among Asian Americans, and then investigating the orientation of
each group to its racial identity as well as its
experience with the American mainstream. We,
in other words, characterize the diversity in the
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Figure 3. Distribution of National Origins
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Source: Authors’ tabulation based on National Asian American Survey data (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017).
Note: Distribution of national origins within five classes of Asian Americans (panel A) and distribution
of class membership by national origins (panel B). Groups are stacked according to the order of the
legend to facilitate reading. The optimal way to view this figure is in color. We refer readers of the print
edition of this article to https://www.rsfjournal.org/content/7/2/22 to view the color version.
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Figure 4. Differences Across Five Classes, Subjective Experience of Race
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Source: Authors’ tabulation based on National Asian American Survey data (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017).
Note: Color-coded bars show the average proportions within each group that strongly identify as Asian
American (upper-left panel), report having received unfair treatment in the past (upper-right panel), report strong perceptions of racially linked fate (lower-left panel), and report having experienced stereotyping as “model minority” (lower-right panel). The brackets over each bar indicate 95 percent confidence intervals around the average value.

population to allow for diversity in various outcomes, and to better understand the mechanisms underlying it.
Figure 4 compares the share of respondents
in each class that report experiences with four
outcomes related to the subjective experience
of race.7 The upper left panel shows that the
proportion reporting a strong racial identity is
significantly higher in the vulnerable and ordinary groups (>70 percent) than the hyper-
selected, rooted, and achieving (~60 percent).
Although racial identification is prevalent in all
groups, it seems to weaken across immigrant
generations, or through achievement of higher
socioeconomic status. The share of respondents strongly identifying as Asian American is
higher among groups dominated by the first
generation (vulnerable and ordinary) than
among those dominated by the second and
third generation (rooted and achieving). The
hyper-selected offer a notable exception. Al-

though this group is predominantly first generation, it displays levels of racial identification comparable to more established migrant
groups, presumably due to its high socioeconomic status.
The upper right panel displays group-
specific shares experiencing unfair treatment.
About 25 percent of the vulnerable and ordinary report discrimination, versus nearly 40 percent of the hyper-selected, rooted, and achieving. The vulnerable contain mostly women; the
ordinary include a majority of respondents
without a college degree.
In line with the growing literature providing
evidence for discrimination against Asian
Americans, our findings question the seamless
assimilation story often implied for this group
(Ancheta 2006; Chou and Feagin 2008; C. Kim
1999; N. Kim 2007). Our categorization shows
unfair treatment to be more common among
the relatively advantaged groups, which is in

7. For the survey items used in the construction of the race-related variables, see online appendix C (https://
www.rsfjournal.org/content/7/2/22/tab-supplemental).
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line with critical race work exploring the specific experiences of racism among highly educated, (upper) middle-class Asians (Chou and
Feagin 2008). Across our subgroups, reports of
past discrimination among Asian Americans
appear to increase among more settled and educated groups. This makes sense, as both factors are associated with increased expectations
for equal treatment and perceptions of discrimination in past work (Banerjee 2008).
Relatedly, the lower-right panel shows that
the hyper-selected and achieving—the most
educated groups in our data—contain significantly higher shares of individuals (~70 percent) who have been stereotyped as model minority relative to the remaining three groups.
The rooted and ordinary in turn include a significantly higher proportion (~50 percent) reporting this stereotype than the vulnerable—
the group in which this stereotype is least
common (~30 percent). We interpret this pattern as reflecting both emergent racialization
as well as differential endowments in the social
resources associated with the model minority
stereotypes. That stereotype reporting is still
common for the vulnerable and ordinary subgroups suggests that these stereotypes are generically applied to most people that can be
identified as Asian in interpersonal encounters.
We find that experiences with unfair treatment do not go hand in hand with strong racial
identification. The relatively advantaged groups
(the hyper-selected, achieving, and rooted),
who report experiencing discrimination at
greater rates, are less likely to identify strongly
with their racial category than the less advantaged (the vulnerable and ordinary). This contrasts with social psychological findings of “reactive racial identity” among African Americans
in the United States—that is, higher in-group
attachment as a result of experiencing stigma
of the in-group (Branscombe, Schmitt, and
Harvey 1999).
The lower left panel in figure 4 shows group-
specific perceptions of a racially linked fate.
These perceptions seem least prevalent among
the vulnerable (~50 percent), moderately present in the ordinary, hyper-selected, and rooted
groups (~57 percent), and slightly higher among
the achieving (~64 percent). The relative ordering of the five groups on perceptions of a ra-
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cially linked fate seems to be the mirror image
of their ordering on strong racial identification.
As the more settled groups report more discrimination, and weaker racial identity, they
also solidify their sense of racially shared fate.
Our categorization confirms some existing
observations (for example, prevalence of discrimination and the model minority stereotype
among the highly educated), but also show new
patterns (such as contradictory stances on racial identification and racially linked fates).
These latter results are important: the decreasing significance of race on life chances—the
key signal of assimilation into the mainstream
as conceived in neoassimilation theory (Alba
and Nee 2003, 12)—does not appear to be accompanied by a decreasing salience in the perceived weight of race in one’s personal life. This
decoupling between structural and subjective
significance of race can be understood as part
of “racialized assimilation” among Asian Americans (Lee and Kye 2016), in which increasing
cultural-p olitical embeddedness into the
United States is not signaled by the strength of
racial identification as much as the emergent
sense of “us” as a racial group endowed with a
collective destiny.
One might ask how our inductive classes
fare relative to national-origin categories in explaining these race-related outcomes. That is,
do we gain any explanatory power with our
groupings? To answer this question, we undertake a simple exercise. For each of the four outcomes related to racial experience in figure 4,
we estimate two analyses of variance models.
These models help determine whether the
means of included groups in the outcome are
truly different. An F-test compares the variation
between group means to the variation within
groups to statistically test the equality of means
(the null hypothesis).
The first set of models includes indicators
for our five classes. For each of the four outcomes, the F-test allows us to reject the null
hypothesis (p<.05). The second set of models
includes indicators for national origins. Again,
for each outcome, the F-test leads us to reject
the equality-of-means hypothesis (p<.05). But,
the important question for us is how the former
models compare with the latter ones. Lacking
formal statistical tests for this purpose, we rely
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Figure 5. Comparison of Results from Analyses of Variance for Latent Classes and National Origins for
Selected Outcomes
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Source: Authors’ tabulation based on National Asian American Survey data (Ramakrishnan et al. 2017).

on an F-test ratio, where we divide the F-test
value from the first model by the same value
from the second model. Figure 5 shows the results. For each outcome, the F-test ratio is substantially greater than 1, meaning that, in each
case, the null hypothesis is more strongly rejected for the five classes than it is for the
national-origin indicators. Although this is not
strictly a statistical test (as we cannot assign
confidence intervals to the F-test ratio), the results still suggest that the inductive categorization creates better differentiated groupings of
Asian Americans in terms of their racial experiences in the United States.
Another plausible related criticism of our
approach may be that we recover groups based
on compositional variation and that such variation can be better accounted for with a more
parsimonious linear model in which differences in the experience of race follow from differences in socioeconomic sources—that is, income and education. It is easy to counter that
argument because our regression models establish an association between class membership and four race-related outcomes above and
beyond compositional variation in socioeconomic resources between latent classes—as indicated by the statistical significance of the
main terms for latent class membership. Ad-

ditionally, interaction terms show that the relationship of socioeconomic indicators to race-
related outcomes vary by latent class.
Substantively, this establishes that differences
in the subjective experience of race among latent classes exist above and beyond compositional differences between classes in terms of
socioeconomic resources.8
Intragroup Heterogeneity Matters for
the Effect of Discrimination on Health,
Political Behavior, and Panethnic Identity

The analysis established that the experiences
of race among Asian Americans follows axes of
patterned differentiation. We now illustrate the
analytical benefits of subgroup-specific modeling relative to a pooled sample approach. We
revisit the statistical relationships in the literature (documented or theorized) regarding the
effect of discrimination on three outcomes. A
large body of work—to which we cannot do justice given space constraints—finds a negative
relationship between the experience of discrimination and self-reported health (Paradies et al.
2015). Studies also document a positive relationship between perceptions of unfair treatment and political participation that is presumed to work through increased group
consciousness (Lien 2001; Ramakrishnan and

8. These analyses are available in online appendix B (https://www.rsfjournal.org/content/7/2/22/tab
-supplemental).
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Figure 6. Effect Sizes of the Experience of Discrimination on Three Outcomes
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Note: Sizes in percentage change.

Espenshade 2001). Finally, scholars theorize
and observe a positive relationship between
discrimination and panethnic identity (Masuoka 2006; Kibria 1998) among Asian Americans. We now test whether the link between
discrimination and these outcomes varies
across our five classes.
The three panels in figure 6 show results
from logistic regressions of three outcomes—
whether the respondent reported poor health,
whether the respondent registered as a voter,
and whether the respondent claimed a panethnic identity (such as Asian American rather
than Chinese American in the case of a respondent of Chinese origins)—on the respondent’s
experience with unfair treatment. All models
include controls for respondent’s education,
income, and gender. Each panel presents coefficient estimates (dots) with confidence intervals (lines) for the key variable (experience with
discrimination) estimated on the pooled sample (bottom coefficient) as well as on samples
containing each of our five classes.
The impact of discrimination on reporting
poor health (left panel) is positive for all groups,
but not statistically significant for the vulnerable and achieving. One temptation is to attribute the null effect of discrimination for the
achieving to the group’s high education and
income. The hyper-selected and rooted, how-

ever, experience a negative impact of discrimination on health despite being similarly advantaged. The null effect for the vulnerable is also
surprising, given the low status of this group
and its presumed fragility. A key takeaway is the
differential impact of discrimination across
subgroups. The pooled coefficient reflects the
situation of the ordinary, hyper-selected, and
rooted respondents, but hides the absent (yet
expected based on the literature) relationship
for the other two groups.
The middle panel similarly suggests the potential for the pooled analysis to mask heterogeneous effects of discrimination on political
participation. Although the effect appears positive in the overall sample, it is driven by the
more recently settled groups. Given that the
vast majority of Asian Americans are foreign
born, this pattern indicates that the politicizing
influence of discrimination decays with immigrant generation. Finally, similar observations
apply to the right side panel. The pooled analysis suggests that unfair treatment pushes respondents to claim a panethnic identity, but
group-specific models reveal that this positive
effect is driven by the more recent and disadvantaged groups in the data, namely, the vulnerable and ordinary. For the remaining four
groups, discrimination has no significant association with panethnic identification. It is
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Figure 7. Effect Sizes of the Experience of Discrimination on Three Outcomes
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unlikely for the differences in significance between pooled and split-sample coefficients to
follow from differences in statistical power. The
negative effect of discrimination on health remains significant for the rooted, for example,
which is much smaller than the other groups;
meanwhile, the confidence intervals are large
for the vulnerable (and overlapping with zero)
despite the large size of the group. These differences therefore likely reflect the differentiated effect of discrimination across subgroups.
This analysis suggests the utility of our inductive categorization for clarifying the complex relationship of racial experiences (captured via discrimination here) to key integration
outcomes (health and panethnic identification)
and behaviors (registering as voters). The relationship—which is often presumed uniform
across Asian Americans in comparative analyses with other racial groups like African Americans and Hispanics—varies substantially
across groups occupying different structural
positions. Inferences from parameter estimates
from pooled samples can lead to misleading
conclusions for the majority of Asian Americans. Conversely, inferences from highly visible
groups such as those closest to the model mi-

nority stereotype can lead to similarly incorrect
conclusions for the racial group as a whole—
such as the hyper-selected subgroup for voting
registration and panethnicity.
An analytical benefit of our typology (which
relies on a relatively small number of inductively identified groups) is the preservation of
statistical power for within-subgroup analyses
and between-subgroup comparison. To illustrate this benefit, we replicated the analyses in
figure 6, replacing our subgroups with national-
origin categories.
Figure 7 shows the results. Many coefficients
appear positive but lack significance. The high
number of national-origin categories and relatively low number of respondents per category
make it difficult to adjudicate if non-effects are
truly non-effects, or if non-effects are a result
of low statistical power. This issue, known as
type 2 error, is much less salient with our approach, which creates larger categories cutting
across national origins. Thus, in addition to
theoretical concerns about methodological nationalism (Wimmer and Glick-Schiller 2003)
and calls for reflexivity on ethnic and racial categories of analyses (Brubaker 2004), data-driven
classifications facilitate subgroup comparison
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and allow researchers to remain attentive to
heterogeneity while retaining statistical power.
D i s c u s s i o n : A s i a n A m e r i c a n s —a
D i v e r s e G r o u p B e tw e e n
A s s i m i l at i o n a n d R ac i a li z at i o n

The characterization of the incorporation trajectories among Asian Americans has led to
tensions among sociologists of migration—
among those identifying the Asian American
experience as one of rapid entrance into the
American mainstream (Nee and Holbrow 2013;
Drouhot and Nee 2019), others focusing on the
continuing significance of race and characterizing the model minority narrative as a myth
(N. Kim 2007; Chou and Feagin 2008), and yet
others seeking a balanced view through the articulation of “racialized assimilation” (Lee and
Kye 2016; see also Golash-Bosa 2006). We contend that these tensions map onto different
methodological cultures. Much quantitative
work evaluates assimilation among Asian
Americans with large, aggregate samples and
side-b y-side comparisons with other racial
groups, thus ruling out within-group heterogeneity a priori. Qualitative and ethnographic
work attends to intragroup variation but does
not offer generalizations beyond its rich descriptions of the case at hand. In this article,
we seek to resolve the theoretical and methodological tensions by switching the focus asking
how much assimilation or racialization occurs
among Asian Americans as a whole, to who experiences what in this diverse population. We
do so while avoiding methodological nationalism and thereby rejecting the assumption that
heterogeneity among Asian Americans necessarily follows ethnic lines.9
Our first empirical contribution is to identify patterned differentiation—the non-
intuitive, yet nonrandom configurations of social attributes making up distinct types—among
Asian Americans. Using latent class analysis,
we uncovered five major, clearly differentiated
subgroups occurring at the intersection of
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class, gender, regional location, and immigrant generation: vulnerable, ordinary, hyper-
selected, rooted, and achieving Asian Americans, and showed that this typology captures
heterogeneity in the experience of race in a
manner that is more inductive and parsimonious than a grouping based on national origins.
In turn, comparing the subjective experience of race among these subgroups leads to a
second empirical contribution. Rather than
forcing a choice between assimilation and the
opposing perspective emphasizing the enduring weight of race, our approach allowed us to
combine both perspectives, and thus pointed
to a productive way forward. The numeric dominance of three groups (hyper-selected, rooted,
and achieving) in our data, which make up
more than two-thirds of our sample and conform most closely to the model minority stereotype, helps explain the empirical grounding of
the assimilation narrative in past work documenting average trends for Asian Americans
in samples aggregated by race (Sakamoto,
Goyette, and Kim 2009; Drouhot and Nee 2019;
Nee and Holbrow 2013). Yet we saw that these
groups are also the ones reporting higher levels
of discrimination, and a higher sense of racially
linked fate, without necessarily reporting stronger attachment to their racial identities. These
findings are in line with past work from a critical race tradition, which investigates the subjective experience of race and belonging among
upwardly mobile Asian Americans who need to
negotiate social spaces dominated by Whites
(Chou and Feagin 2008; Dhingra 2007). Among
our subgroups, those closer to the assimilation
pattern are in fact those most affected by a
sense of subjective racialization. The assimilation and critical race perspectives may therefore not be as contradictory as typically thought;
rather, it might be precisely because many
Asian American are structurally (in terms of socioeconomic status) successful—as emphasized in the neoassimilation perspective—that
they experience a subjective sense of racializa-

9. In doing so, we do not claim to invalidate national origins as a way to apprehend within-group diversity among
Asian Americans. National origins surely capture a substantial amount of differentiation within Asian Americans
(for an empirical study of ethnic heterogeneity in public opinion among Asian Americans, see S. Kim 2021, this
issue). However, we argue that national origins is only one way to capture intragroup heterogeneity and not a
particularly reflexive and parsimonious one.
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tion—in the form of higher perception of discrimination and a sense of racially linked fate—
as they come into social spaces dominated by
the White majority group. This interpretation
is also in line with ethnographic and interview-
based studies of upwardly mobile Black immigrants (Vickerman 1999). Supplementary analyses reveal that subgroup membership is
significantly associated with such race-related
outcomes (perceptions of discrimination), even
after we control for socioeconomic indicators
at the individual level (see online appendix B).
In other words, these subgroups capture distinct aspects of the subjective experience of
race that are not attributable to socioeconomic
status differences alone.
Although Asian Americans’ life chances are
not structurally shaped by their racial category
in the post–civil rights era (Drouhot and Nee
2019; Nee and Holbrow 2013), their subjective
racial experience and sense of belonging are.
Our results indicate a decoupling between the
structural aspects of assimilation (relating to
upward mobility) and symbolic aspects such as
perceptions of racially linked fate. These findings counter canonical accounts, such as Gordon’s (1964) multistep model of assimilation,
which conceive of identification and a shared
sense of “peoplehood” as proceeding from immigrant economic integration. We show that
immigrants and their children may continue to
experience subjective forms of stigma and racialized group consciousness in spite of high
socioeconomic attainment. This reconciliation
of assimilation as socioeconomic attainment
and the subjective salience of race complements recent descriptions of “racialized assimilation” among Asian Americans (Lee and Kye
2016). Together, these findings suggest avenues
for renewed theoretical work on the relationships between assimilation, immigrant upward
mobility, and the subjective experience of race.
Bridging Theory and Empirics with
Data-Driven Classification Methods

In this article, we implemented an empirical
approach attentive to long-standing concerns
for within-group heterogeneity in several
strands of migration-focused theorizing, such
as those on segmented assimilation, and superdiversity (Portes and Zhou 1993; Vertovec 2007).

Although empirical descriptions of heterogeneity and within-group differentiation are a mainstay of qualitative work, they are not as common in quantitative work. The general linear
reality and average-case focus of regression-
based approaches (Abbott 1988) flattens the social structure of the ethnoracial groups under
study, and cumulatively contributes to their
reification when research findings are assessed
and groups compared side by side. The polarization of research between generalized findings from aggregate data and average case–
based method, on the one hand, and thicker,
qualitative description from smaller and ungeneralizable samples, on the other, contributes to maintaining an undesirable intellectual
stalemate between potentially complementary
approaches. Data-driven classification methods provide an avenue for bringing together the
search for broad patterns while remaining attentive to subgroup-specific processes and intragroup heterogeneity.
In the Asian American case, we identify five
rather large subgroups that cross-cut ten
national-origin groups and therefore preserve
enough statistical power for meaningful subgroup comparison, as well as within-subgroup
modeling. Similar comparisons across national-
origin groups were not fruitful given small sample sizes for each group. Beyond addressing a
theoretical concern for heterogeneity, our analyses demonstrated the analytical benefit of
comparing statistical relationships across subgroups. Specifically, we show that the effect of
reported experience of unfair treatment has a
differential impact on various outcomes across
the five subgroups under the Asian American
category. This finding stands in stark contrast
to work estimating a single coefficient (assumed to apply uniformly to the entire sample
at hand) for the effect of unfair treatment on
outcomes such as reported health and panethnic identity. For the latter outcome, our analyses shows that a positive and significant coefficient obtained for a category-level (pooling all
Asian Americans) analysis is entirely carried by
a very large coefficient for one subgroup—the
“vulnerable”—and is not replicated for the
other four subgroups, for whom perceived unfair treatment has no sizable effect on the probability of reporting a strong panethnic identity.
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Being rooted in historical patterns of exclusion and inclusion and being imprinted on the
law, racial and national-origin categories are
powerful, naturalized, and cognitively salient—
among the general public and scholars alike.
Quite simply, the “groupness” of Asian Americans is real in part because ordinary individuals, taking cues from venerable institutions
such as the U.S. Census, think it is real. To be
clear, we do not interpret our approach and results as suggesting that racial categories such
as Asian American are imaginary or artificial.
What motivated our analyses is precisely the
opposite: the cognitive pull of racial categories
is such that it warrants reflexivity and attention
to heterogeneity in scholarly analyses involving
their application. In that regard, data-driven
classification methods such as LCA offer migration researchers possibilities to produce an
epistemological break from “categories of practice”—categories from everyday life such as
those serving bureaucratic purposes (for example, in the census)—and create inductive and
reflexive “categories of analysis” (Brubaker
2004). As Rogers Brubaker (2013, 2) notes, “the
heavy traffic between the two, in both directions, means that we risk using pre-constructed
categories of journalistic, political or religious
common sense as our categories of analysis.”
Simply put, dividing a sample of immigrants
by national origins or racial categories is already assuming that national origins or race
matter and should organize one’s look at the
data. In our case, this amounts to naturalizing
the analytical and empirical relevance of racial
(Asian American) and national-origin (such as
Chinese) categories when taking them as categories of analysis. However, both racial and
national-origin categories are primarily categories of practice intimately linked to state bureaucracies, minority activist politics, and national projects whose very interests reside in
the naturalization of such categories as principles for the “vision and division of the world”
(Brubaker 2004, 2013; Wimmer 2009; Wimmer
and Glick-Schiller 2003).
In this article, we implement a novel approach to studying Asian Americans, a particular immigrant group, “without groupism”
(Brubaker 2004)—that is, without reifying neither race as a natural boundary to the processes
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affecting those self-identifying as Asian Americans, nor the ethnic categories existing beneath
this racial label. Data-driven classification
methods offer a promising avenue to implement such broad theoretical concerns for the
adoption of sound categories of analysis without unwittingly baking racial or ethnic group
ism in our research designs (Wimmer 2013). We
hope our study offers a blueprint for future
analyses attentive to such analytical and epistemological problems. Future research could
go further than what has been presented here
by pooling samples across racial groups, and
letting racial or ethnic differentiation emerge
from the data rather than imposing it a priori
in the research design and research question
formulation stage.
App e n d i x : T ec h n i ca l A s p ect s
o f L at e n t C l a s s A n a lys i s w i t h
Sto c h a s t i c A s s i g n m e n t

LCA estimates a latent (that is, unobserved)
variable that accounts for the covariance between the observed attributes. This latent variable is assumed to have a categorical distribution with each value corresponding to a “latent
class” or a group in data. An LCA model with
observed response items u has a categorical latent (unobserved) variable c with k classes. Formally:
P (uj = 1) = ΣKK=1 P(c = k) P(uj = 1 | c = k).

(1)

Equation (1) yields the marginal item probability for item uj. For s number of response items
to be clustered upon, the class probabilities of
each individual respondent—the so-called posterior probabilities—are given by:
Pik =P(c = k | u1, u2, ... , us) =

P(c = k) P(u1 | c = k) P(u2 | c = k)... P(us | c = k)
P (u1,u2,...,us)

(2)
.

A common practice in LCA applications is to
use a so-called modal assignment—that is, to
assign cases to classes for which they have the
highest posterior probability of belonging. In
our view, this remains too close to the deterministic assignment issue associated with hard
clustering, in which class membership is
treated as an exact, observed variable. Because
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modal assignment effectively erases assignment ambiguity for cases that have large probabilities of belonging to multiple classes (such
as a set of posterior probabilities of 0.43, 0.37
and 0.20 belonging to three classes), standard
errors obtained in post-assignment analysis
can be deceptively small, and inferences from
such analysis potentially erroneous (Clark and
Muthén 2009). Rather than a statistical or analytical nuisance, we regard assignment uncertainty as meaningful as it reflects the blurry
boundaries between ideal-t ypical subgroups
making up the Asian American category. The
so-called three-step approach to LCA calls for
correcting for classification error as it can lead
to underestimation of the relationships between obtained classes and other covariates in
the third step (Vermunt 2010; Bakk et al. 2013).
We, though, choose to rely on ambiguous assignment (without the correction for classification errors) to obtain a more conservative test
in subsequent investigations of differences
across subgroups.10
For our class assignment to be probabilistic
and take membership uncertainty into account, we implement a stochastic assignment
procedure in which a case’s class is randomly
drawn from the distribution of the posterior
probabilities. Formally, respondent j’s assignment A is thus given by:
Ai ~ Multinomial(pi), where Ai ∈ {1, 2, ... , k), (3)

where

draw using the Hmisc::rMultinom command in
R. We analyzed the resulting classes back in
Stata 15.
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